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Abstract� We present a logic of speci
cations of reactive systems� The
logic is independent of particular computational models� but it captures
common patterns of reasoning with assumption�commitment speci
ca�
tions� We use the logic for deriving proof rules for TLA and CTL� spec�
i
cations�

� Assumption�commitment speci�cations

Modularity is a central concern in the design of speci�cation methods� In general
terms� modularity is the ability to reduce reasoning about a complete system to
reasoning about its components� These components are not expected to operate
in fully arbitrary environments� In the context of the complete system� each
component can assume that its environment is to some extent well behaved�
for instance that it adheres to certain communication protocols� Therefore� it is
common to specify each component by describing both the function required of
the component and the properties assumed of its environment� In the realm of
sequential programs� for example� the requirements are postconditions and the
assumptions are preconditions� In the broader realm of reactive systems� which
we consider in this paper� there are several forms of assumption�commitment
speci�cations ���� ��� �	� �� 
� ��� �� 

� �� �
�

An assumption�commitment speci�cation for a component of a reactive sys�
tem consists of a formulaA� which expresses assumptions about the environment�
and a formula C� which expresses the requirements that an implementation of
the component has to meet� Clearly� the meaning of such a speci�cation depends
somehow on A and C� In the simplest approach� the meaning is that if A holds
then C holds� and if A does not hold then the implementation is completely un�
constrained� One may therefore write the speci�cation in the formA� C� where
� is the classical implication connective� This formulation seems intuitive� as
we will see� however� stronger forms of assumption�commitment speci�cations
are preferable for reasoning�

Suppose that we have two components speci�ed by A� � C� and A� � C��
and that we would like to prove that their composition satis�es the property P �
Representing composition by conjunction and implementation by implication�
we would have to prove that the formula �A� � C�� � �A� � C��� P is valid�
In the composite system� each component is part of the other�s environment�



therefore� the assumption of each component may re�ect the commitment of the
other� So we would like to be able to use the commitment of each component
to discharge the other�s assumption� This argument suggests the following proof
rule�

C� � A� C� � A�

C� �C� � P

�A� � C�� � �A� � C��� P

Unfortunately� this rule is unsound�it is an instance of circular reasoning�

One remedy is to strengthen the hypotheses in order to break the circularity�
for example by demanding that A� � A� be valid� with this� the rule becomes
classically sound but weak� Another remedy� which is more useful and common�
is to strengthen assumption�commitment speci�cations� For each speci�cation
A � C� one can add that C holds for longer than A in case A does not hold
forever� The motivation for the stronger form of speci�cation comes from the
observation that no reasonable implementation of A � C will produce an exe�
cution that violates �rst C and later A� To do this� an implementation would
have to predict the future behavior of the environment� In some formalisms�
such prophetic implementations are excluded altogether� for example by conti�
nuity requirements�

The literature contains a number of sound variants of the unsound rule�
Typically� the sound variants are justi�ed using induction along computations�
In one of the simplest cases� the reasoning may go� C� is not falsi�ed before A��
which is implied by C�� so C� is not falsi�ed before C�� analogously� C� is not
falsi�ed before C�� hence neither C� nor C� is ever falsi�ed� therefore� P must
hold� since C��C� implies P � There are many more delicate and more powerful
arguments�

Despite the breadth of the literature� we believe that a few general logical
ideas account for an interesting part of the work on composition� The purpose of
this paper is to present an abstract logic of speci�cations� the logic is indepen�
dent of particular computational models� but it captures much of the reasoning
common in formalisms with assumption�commitment speci�cations� Using the
abstract logic� we derive proof rules for concrete speci�cation methods� However�
we do not attempt to capture every aspect of these speci�cation methods� we
focus on simple� basic results with broad applicability�

Our logic borrows from that of Abadi and Plotkin ��� In particular� we take
the idea of using intuitionistic reasoning for assumption�commitment speci�ca�
tions� However� for the sake of simplicity and generality� we do not adopt some
non�standard constructs of that logic �for example� �constrains at most���

Cau� Collette� and Xu have given another interesting� unifying perspective
on rules for composition �

� �� Their work treats abstract rules semantically�
concurrent processes� with either shared variables or message passing� are then
embedded in a common semantic structure based on labelled sequences� This
structure could provide a model for our logic �much like the model of section ���
In comparison� our abstract treatment of composition is primarily syntactic� We



resort to semantic reasoning about computations only in applications to partic�
ular formalisms� This approach enables us to consider non�linear well�founded
structures� for example in the context of branching�time logics�

The next section introduces our abstract logic� Sections � and � apply the
logic to justify rules for TLA ��� and for CTL� �	� Section �� in conclusion�
discusses the results�

� A logic of speci�cations

Our logic of speci�cations is a propositional intuitionistic logic� We use the stan�
dard connectives � and �� In addition� we introduce a new connective� ��� this
connective will be useful in treating assumption�commitment speci�cations� In
the models of interest to us� P �� Q is equivalent to �Q � P � � Q� Next we
discuss the models in some detail�

Assume given a nonempty set � and a pre�order v on �� We de�ne � � �

as � v � and � �v �� A set S � � is downward closed if � � S and � v �

imply that � � S� We take � as the set of worlds of a Kripke frame �
�� p����
whose accessibility relation is the inverse of v �that is� � is accessible from � i�
� v ��� Since this accessibility relation is re�exive and transitive� we obtain a
Kripke model of propositional intuitionistic logic� The interpretation of atomic
propositions� �� and � is the standard one� we give an interpretation for ���

� Each atomic proposition has a truth value at each element of �� It is required
that atomic propositions are true on downward�closed subsets of �� if pi is
an atomic proposition� � j� pi� and �� v �� then �� j� pi�

� For the connectives� we have�
� j� P �Q i� � j� P and � j� Q

� j� P � Q i� for all � v �� if � j� P then � j� Q

� j� P
�� Q i� for all � v �� if � j� P for all � � � then � j� Q

It follows from these de�nitions that all formulas are true on downward�closed
subsets of �� Below� we sometimes identify propositions and downward�closed
subsets of ��

Somewhat surprisingly� �� can be de�ned from � if � is a well�founded
relation�

Proposition�� Assume that ���v� is a pre�order and that � is a well�founded
relation on �� For all � � � and all formulas P and Q�

� j� P
�� Q i� � j� �Q� P �� Q

Proof� �only if�� The proof proceeds by well�founded induction on �� exploiting
the hypothesis that � is well�founded� Assume that � j� P �� Q� that � v �� and
that � j� Q� P � to prove that � j� Q� Since � j� P �� Q� if � j� P for all � � �

then � j� Q� Therefore� we let � � � and prove that � j� P � Since � j� P
�� Q�

downward closure yields � j� P
�� Q and � j� P

�� Q� By induction hypothesis�



� j� �Q � P � � Q� Since � j� Q � P � downward closure yields � j� Q � P �
Finally� � j� Q and � j� P follow by intuitionistic logic�

�if�� Assume that � j� �Q � P � � Q� that � v �� and that � j� P for
all � � � � we have to show that � j� Q� Assume� to the contrary� that � �j� Q�
First� we show that � j� Q � P � Assume that � j� Q for some � v � � Either
� v � or � � � � If � v � then � j� Q by downward closure� in contradiction with
our assumptions� Hence� � � � � so � j� P � it follows that � j� Q � P � Since
� j� �Q� P �� Q� downward closure yields � j� �Q� P �� Q� Finally� � j� Q

follows by intuitionistic logic� �

From now on� we assume that � is well�founded� and treat P �� Q as if it
were a shorthand for �Q� P �� Q� The original semantic de�nition of P �� Q

is still important� as it gives the meaning of �Q� P �� Q directly and clearly�
We can reason syntactically about � and ��� using any of the standard

axiomatizations of propositional intuitionistic logic� We adopt sequent notation�
the sequent P�� � � � � Pn � P means that the conjunction of P�� � � � � Pn implies P �

Proposition�� The following sequents are derivable�

P
�� Q�P

�� �Q� R� � P �� R ����
i�I

�Pi
�� Qi� � �

�
i�I

Pi�
�� �
�
i�I

Qi� �
�

P �� Q � P � Q ���

P �� P � P ���

Sequents ��� and �
� state implication�like properties of ��� Sequent ��� says that
�� is stronger than�� Sequent ��� can be understood as an abstract formulation
of computational induction�

Beyond these elementary results� we are interested in sequents that represent
rules for re�ning speci�cations� as we explain below� Adopting the convention
that � binds tighter than � and ��� we obtain the following results�

Theorem�� The following sequents are derivable�

P � �Q� P �� � �P � �� Q�� �P �� Q� ���

P � �P � �Q �� P �� � �P � � Q�� �P � Q� ���

We present two concrete interpretations of the logic in the remainder of the
paper� Very roughly� � represents a set of computations� and � v � holds if
computation � may evolve to computation � � A proposition represents a speci��
cation� � j� P means that � is allowed by P � From this perspective� � j� P � Q

means that Q holds for at least as long as P along �� similarly� � j� P �� Q

means that Q holds for strictly longer than P �or forever� along �� We can
write assumption�commitment speci�cations in either of the forms P � Q and
P

�� Q�



We also view P � Q as asserting that P re�nes Q� because P � Q is valid
i� every computation allowed by P is also allowed by Q� Correspondingly� re�ne�
ment rules for assumption�commitment speci�cations establish formulas of the
forms �P � � Q��� �P � Q� or �P � �� Q�� � �P �� Q�� Theorem � deals with
special cases of such formulas� That theorem allows us to use the commitmentQ
to establish the assumption P �� In this respect� it contains the essence of rules for
composing mutually dependent assumption�commitment speci�cations� Despite
its circular �avor� it is sound because of the distinction between � and ���

� Composition in TLA

In our �rst application of the general logic� we consider speci�cations written in
linear�time temporal logics� For concreteness we emphasize a particular linear�
time temporal logic� TLA ���� Using the tools of section 
� we reproduce part
of the previous work on assumption�commitment speci�cations in TLA �
�

Formulas of linear�time temporal logics are normally interpreted over in�nite
sequences � � hs�� s�� � � �i of states� A formula is valid if it is holds of all sequences
of states� For the formulation of assumption�commitment speci�cations� it is
convenient to interpret formulas also over �nite sequences� as follows� a formula
F holds of a �nite sequence � if � is empty or if there exists some in�nite sequence
� that extends � such that F holds of �� A formula F is a safety property if F
holds of an in�nite sequence whenever it holds of all its �nite pre�xes�

The connective � and � are the usual� classical ones� several interesting�
additional connectives are de�nable in TLA ���

� C�F � holds of a sequence � i� F holds of all �nite pre�xes of ��
� F 	� G holds of � i�� for all ��nite or in�nite� pre�xes � of �� if F holds
of � then so does G� Although 	� is strictly stronger than �� F � G and
F 	� G are equivalid�

� F
�	� G holds of � � hs�� s�� � � �i i� both�

�� for all n 
 �� if F holds of hs�� � � � � sn��i� then G holds of hs�� � � � � sni�

� if F holds of � then G holds of ��

It follows that C�F � denotes the strongest safety property implied by F � and F

is equivalent to C�F � i� F is a safety property� If F and G are safety properties
then F 	� G and F

�	� G are safety properties too� For all F and G� we have�

F 	� G � �C�F � 	� C�G�� � �F � G� ���

F
�	� G � �C�F � �	� C�G�� � �F � G� �	�

Finite sequences yield a model of the abstract logic of section 
� Speci�cally�
let � be the set of �nite sequences of states� and v be the pre�x order on ��
Clearly� � is well�founded on �� To each formula F corresponds the set M�F �
of �nite sequences of which F holds� this is a downward�closed subset of �� and
we may treat it as a proposition of the abstract logic� We have�

M�F 	� G� � M�F ��M�G� ���

M�F �	� G� � M�F � ��M�G� ����



Furthermore� if Fi is a safety property for every i � I� then�

M�
�
i�I

Fi� �
�
i�I

M�Fi� ����

The correspondence between the abstract logic and this model is close enough
for our purposes� but not complete� In particular� there are downward�closed
subsets of � that are not denoted by any TLA formula� for example the empty
set� In addition� this model validates some formulas that are not intuitionistically
valid� for example�

��P� � P��� Q� � ��P� � P��� Q�� Q

This formula is a disjunction�free version of the traditional formula �P� � P���
�P� � P��� which expresses a kind of linearity ����

In the previous work on TLA� the composition of speci�cations is their con�
junction� and re�nement is implication� The assumption�commitment speci�ca�
tion with assumption A and commitment C is either A 	� C or A �	� C� When
A 	� C is chosen ��� �� semantic conditions guarantee the equivalence of A 	� C
and A �	� C� therefore� we consider only A �	� C� In �
 there is a rule for proving
that a conjunction of speci�cations� each of the form Ai

�	� Ci� implies another
speci�cation A

�	� C� The following result is a variation of that rule� restricted
to safety properties�

Theorem�� If the TLA formulas A� C� Ai� Ci are safety properties �for i � I��
then the following formula is valid�

�A �
�
i�I

Ci 	�
�
i�I

Ai� � �A �	� �
�
i�I

Ci 	� C�� 	� �
�
i�I

�Ai

�	� Ci� 	� �A
�	� C��

Proof� Since the formula is a safety property� it su�ces to show that it is valid on
�nite sequences� Using ���� ����� and ����� we prove the validity of the sequent�

�A �
�
i�I

Ci �
�
i�I

Ai�� �A
�� �
�
i�I

Ci � C�� �
�
i�I

�Ai

�� Ci�� �A �� C�

�� Assume �A�
V

i�I
Ci �

V
i�I

Ai� and �A
�� �
V

i�I
Ci � C�� and

V
i�I

�Ai

��
Ci��


� �
V

i�I
Ai

��
V

i�I
Ci�� �A ��

V
i�I

Ci�
From step �� which implies A� �

V
i�I

Ci �
V

i�I
Ai�� by Theorem �����

��
V

i�I
Ai

��
V

i�I
Ci

From step � by Proposition 
�
��
�� A ��

V
i�I

Ci

From steps 
 and ��
�� A �� C

From steps � �which says A �� �
V

i�I
Ci � C�� and �� by Proposition 
����

�



This proof shows that the abstract logic of section 
 accounts for the rule for com�
posing speci�cations in the case of safety properties� Starting from Theorem ��
classical reasoning justi�es a rule for arbitrary properties� the extra argument
requires only the validity of F � C�F � and of the equivalences ��� and �	��

Theorem�� For any TLA formulas A� C� Ai� Ci �for i � I�� the following
formula is valid�

�
BBBB�

C�A� �
V

i�I
C�Ci� 	�

V
i�I

Ai

�
A �

V
i�I

Ci 	� C
�

C�A� �	� �
V

i�I
C�Ci� 	� C�C��

�
CCCCA

� �
�
i�I

�Ai
�	� Ci�� �A �	� C��

Theorem � yields a rule for composing speci�cations quite similar to that
of Abadi and Lamport �
� That work also develops techniques for establishing
the hypotheses of the rule� for example techniques for proving formulas of the
form C�A� �	� �

V
i�I

C�Ci� 	� C�C��� Those techniques rely on TLA�speci�c
ideas� outside the scope of our abstract logic� With this caveat� we believe that
Theorems � and � reproduce the previous work faithfully and clarify its logical
contents�

The same line of reasoning can be used to justify rules for other linear�time
temporal logics� provided C� 	�� and �	� are de�nable� We treat branching�time
logics in the next section�

� Composition in CTL�

Next we apply the logic of section 
 to assumption�commitment speci�cations in
the branching�time temporal logic CTL� �	� This application is somewhat more
tentative than that of section �� in part because of the expressiveness of CTL��
which allows many di�erent styles of assumption�commitment speci�cations� We
restrict attention to the fragment of CTL� where formulas are invariant under
�nite stuttering ����speci�cally� we do not allow the next�time operator�

Formulas of branching�time temporal logics are normally interpreted over
in�nite trees� They include state formulas� which are evaluated at a state in
a tree� and path formulas� which are evaluated on a path in a tree� We write
M� s j� F if the state formula F is true at state s in tree M �

We extend the semantics of state formulas to �nite trees� We say that M
is a subtree of N � and write M v N � if M has the same root as N and M �s
accessibility relation is included in N �s� For a �nite tree M and a state s� we
write M� s j� F if s is not a node of M or if there exists some in�nite tree N
such that M v N and N� s j� F �

When s is the root of M � we may simply say that F is true of M � and write
M j� F � A speci�cation is given by a state formula F � it describes the set of
trees N such that N j� F � A state formula F is a safety property if N j� F

whenever M j� F for all �nite subtrees M v N �
As in the linear�time case� we have the connectives C� 	�� and �	��



� If F is a state formula� then C�F � is a state formula� with N� s j� C�F � i�
M� s j� F holds for all �nite subtrees M v N �

� If F and G are state formulas� then F 	� G is a state formula� with N� s j�
F 	� G i� for all ��nite and in�nite� subtrees M of N � if M� s j� F then
M� s j� G�

� If F and G are state formulas� then F
�	� G is a state formula� with N� s j�

F
�	� G i� both�

�� for all �nite subtrees M v N � if T� s j� F for all T �M then M� s j� G�

� N� s j� F 	� G�

Again� C�F � denotes the strongest safety property implied by F � and F is equiv�
alent to C�F � i� F is a safety property� If F and G are safety properties then
F 	� G and F

�	� G are safety properties too� For all F and G� we have�

�F 	� G� � �C�F � 	� C�G�� � �F � G� ��
�

F
�	� G � �C�F � �	� C�G�� � �F 	� G� ����

Note the di�erences with the corresponding de�nitions and results for TLA� The
di�erences arise because an in�nite tree may have in�nite proper subtrees� while
the proper subsequences of an in�nite sequence are all �nite�

Finite trees yield another model of the abstract logic of section 
� Speci�cally�
let � be the set of �nite trees ordered by v� Clearly� � is well�founded on �� To
each state formula F corresponds the set T �F � of �nite trees of which F is true�
this is a downward�closed subset of �� For �nite trees� we get the analogues of
��� and ����� with M replaced by T � For safety properties� the analogue of ����
holds as well� this would not be true if we had allowed the next�time operator�

We represent the assumption�commitment speci�cation with assumption A

and commitment C by the formula A �	� C� We obtain the following theorem
for speci�cations of the form A

�
	� C�

Theorem�� If the CTL� formulas A� C� Ai� Ci are safety properties and do
not contain the next�time operator �for i � I�� then the following formula is
valid�

�A �
�
i�I

Ci 	�
�
i�I

Ai� � �A �	� �
�
i�I

Ci 	� C�� 	� �
�
i�I

�Ai

�	� Ci� 	� �A
�	� C��

The proof uses exactly the same reasoning as the corresponding proof for TLA�
Going beyond safety properties� we can obtain a CTL� analogue for Theorem ��
the proof is basically the same as that of Theorem �� and relies on the validity
of F � C�F �� the implication�like properties of 	�� and ��
� and �����

In branching�time temporal logics� the composition of modules does not in
general implement the conjunction of the speci�cations of the modules� The
application of our theorems as composition rules will therefore require additional
arguments� This complication is not unique to our work� several authors ���� �
have advocated restricting commitments to the fragment �CTL� in order to
ensure that speci�cations are preserved by composition�



Josko ���� �� has suggested representing an assumption�commitment speci��
cation as a pair �A�C� where A is a linear�time formula andC is a branching�time
formula� Vardi �
� has studied the complexity of model�checking for speci�ca�
tions of this form� With Josko�s de�nitions� a tree M satis�es a speci�cation
�A�C� with assumption A and commitment C i� M � j� C where M � is the sub�
tree of M that consists of those paths that satisfy A� Instead of Josko�s �A�C��
we can write ��A� �	� C� which is similar but logically stronger� The similarity
between �A�C� and ��A� �	� C is even closer under the substantial hypotheses
of Josko�s rules for dealing with mutual dependencies ����

� Conclusion

We have studied speci�cations in a general logical framework� We then inferred
concrete proof rules for composing speci�cations from general logical facts� We
believe that this approach explains some of the principles that underly the rules
and helps in comparing rules�

Both of the applications described in detail in this paper are for temporal
logics� However� our approach is not intrinsically limited to temporal logics� we
have also used it on speci�cations of stream�processing functions ��� ��� An
assumption�commitment speci�cation for a stream�processing function gives a
property of the result of the function under assumptions about the inputs of the
functions� Inductive reasoning arises when the function is de�ned as a �xpoint�
We can represent that reasoning in our abstract logic� and thus prove variants
of the proof rules of St�len et al� ���� We omit the details� which are long and
perhaps not so natural�

Our exposition has been con�ned to the propositional level� we did not ad�
dress the interplay of quanti�cation and composition� In particular� existential
quanti�cation corresponds to hiding� which we have largely ignored� However�
a general logical treatment of hiding may well be possible� and quite desirable�
�Such a treatment was once started but not completed ����
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